SC10 Microphone Kit

Up to 4 High-Quality Conference Microphones
Connect all microphones to Computer by USB Cables for placing on tables up to 30’ long
Covers Medium and Large Conference Tables
Omnidirectional Pickup Pattern

Microphones for Recording Meetings
The SC10 Microphone Kit consists of either two or four professional-quality conference microphones. The base microphone connects to the computer through the standard USB jack. Up to three extension microphones connect to the base microphone.

Ideal for recording in a boardroom or a conference room. The microphones can be positioned to pick up participants seated around a straight or u-shaped conference table. Base microphone has a 10’ cable. Extension microphones have 8’ cables.

Product Part Number: SC10D - 2 Microphones
Product Part Number: SC10Q - 4 Microphones

USB Connection
Bypasses the computer sound card for reliable, high-quality recordings.

Daisy-Chain Together
Microphones connect to each other for easy setup in the meeting room.

Carrying Pouch
A convenient pouch is included for carrying and storing the microphones.